1. With trailer in the open position, locate damaged track and remove canvas section.

2. Using a straight edge, mark damaged track with a pencil for desired section to be removed. See figure.

3. Using a dremel tool with cutting wheel, cut through previously marked pencil lines. Only cut through the part of the track that is not flush with top contour. Do not cut into track base. When cut-out is complete only a flat section of the track base will be left. This flat section conforms to the top configuration as well as the replacement piece.

4. Once damaged section is removed, clean area of any dust residue and wipe with isopropyl alcohol.

5. Cut section of replacement track to fit the area of damaged section removed. Clean replacement track base with isopropyl alcohol.

6. Using glue kit, mix glue and apply to canvas track replacement section. NOTE: Glue provided has a set-up time of 30 seconds once applied.

If replacement piece is not attached to the top within 30 seconds of glue application, proper adhesion will not be achieved.

7. Once replacement track section is applied to the top, use duct tape to secure in place until glue has cured. Approximate curing time is 24 hours.